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Measurement-Based Analysis of Millimeter-Wave
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Abstract—Millimeter-wave (mmWave) channel sparsity is
widely exploited to reduce the complexity of compressed sensing
and beamtracking algorithms for 5G, yet there are still many
misconceptions about it: that it arises from pencilbeam antennas
admitting just a few paths, that the channel in fact has just a few
paths, and that the channel is always sparse. What is missing to
confirm these conjectures is a measurement-based analysis, to our
knowledge conducted by only two papers thus far, however, both
at microwave (5 GHz), in a single environment, and based on just
a few (≤49) measurements. For conclusive analysis on mmWave
sparsity, we have collected measurements with our high-resolution
3-D double-directional 60 GHz channel sounder in three indoor
and two outdoor environments, comprising a total of 750 measure-
ments while investigating both line-of-sight (LoS) and obstructed
LoS (OLoS) conditions. We learned that in LoS, the channel is
always sparse that sparsity drops notably from LoS to OLoS
and that mmWave sparsity is inherent to the channel itself—not
to pencilbeam antennas—since our sounder has omnidirectional
field-of-view. We also propose a sparsity metric that accounts for
channels with just a few paths, which we found to occur in some
environments.

Index Terms—60 GHz, channel modeling, Gini index, k-factor,
spatial degrees of freedom (DoF).

I. INTRODUCTION

THE foregone conclusion of millimeter-wave (mmWave)
channel sparsity is widely cited throughout the litera-

ture [1], [2], [3] and exploited to reduce the complexity of com-
pressed sensing, beamforming, and beamtracking algorithms
for 5G [4], [5], [6]. Its sparsity stems from large diffraction
losses due to the narrowing of the Fresnel zone at such short
wavelengths [7], [8], [9], [10], leaving direct transmission and
specular reflection [11] as the chief mechanisms for propagation
between the transmitter (T) and receiver (R). This translates to
just a few dominant propagation paths detected at R; indeed,
measurements at 28, 60, and 83 GHz in [9] and [12] demon-
strate that the line-of-sight (LoS) path can constitute up to 75%
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of the R power while on average diffracted paths accounted
for only 1%. The measurements in [13] show that when the
LoS is blocked, several dominant reflected paths act as the
main propagation mechanisms due to the lack of diffraction.
While some agree with this definition of sparsity [1], [14],
[15]—that most of the R power will be concentrated in just
a small subset of detected paths—others loosely define a sparse
channel as one that exhibits little multipath richness [2]. Yet
others claim that all wireless channels—microwave, mmWave,
and above—are sparse because practical systems lack sufficient
bandwidth, beamwidth, and/or dynamic range to resolve all the
paths [16], [17], [18]. Although it is suggested in [19] and [20]
that sparse channels only have a few clusters—supported by
measurements in [21] and [22]—the mmWave models in [12],
[23], and [24] indicate otherwise. Still others [25] do not even
attribute mmWave sparsity to the channel, but rather to practical
5G systems requiring highly directional pencilbeam antennas,
which admit just a few paths. Indeed, a universally accepted
definition of mmWave sparsity is still elusive.

This is because only two papers, to our knowledge, have
conducted the measurement-based analysis of channel sparsity
to date, albeit at microwave: In [18] and [26], a total of 26
measurements at 5.2 GHz were used to perform analysis in
a single indoor environment; in the analysis, the channel is
represented through a four-dimensional matrix consisting of
angle-delay-Doppler bins and the channel is deemed sparse if
the number of bins with significant power lies below a threshold.
The analysis in [14] and [15] at 5.9 GHz is much more compre-
hensive, in that three metrics1 for sparsity are considered—1)
the Gini index, 2) the Spatial Degrees of Freedom (DoF), and
3) the Rician K-Factor—and the correlation between the three
is computed.

In this letter, we conduct a comprehensive measurement-
based sparsity analysis similar to [14] and [15]; however, the
following statements hold.

1) For the first time at mmWave (60 GHz), demonstrating that
the channel is, indeed, much sparser than at microwave.

2) Instead of a single outdoor environment, we consider
three indoor and two outdoor environments—by the same
(NIST) authors for unbiased comparison—demonstrating
that sparsity can vary significantly across environments.

3) Instead of LoS conditions alone, we consider both LoS
and obstructed LoS (OLoS) in each environment. OLoS—
when the LoS path is blocked by humans, buildings, fo-
liage, etc.—is faced often at mmWave due to much greater

1We also considered the number of paths as a fourth metric but found it to be
a poor indicator.
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TABLE I
MEASUREMENT AND ENVIRONMENTAL PARAMETERS

penetration loss than at microwave, and we demonstrate
that sparsity can drop notably from LoS to OLoS.

4) Instead of 49 measurements, we collect a total of 750 large-
scale measurements for conclusive analysis.

5) We propose a corrected Gini index to account for when the
number of paths is few—which we found to occur in some
environments—and demonstrate that it drastically im-
proves the correlation between the three sparsity metrics.

In Section II, we summarize our measurements followed by
Section III, which presents the three sparsity metrics, including
the corrected Gini index. Section IV compares the three metrics
per environment and discusses key factors in mmWave sparsity.2

II. MEASUREMENT CAMPAIGN

The channel sounder we used to collect measurements has a
60 GHz center frequency and 2 GHz bandwidth. It features a
circular array of 16 scalar feed horn antennas at R, each with
18.1 dBi gain and 22.5◦ beamwidth. To avoid “blind spots,”
the angular spacing between the antennas was matched to the
beamwidth of the horns. Specifically, the antennas are spaced
at 22.5◦ horizontally; vertically, adjacent antennas are pointed
outwards at 0◦, and upward at 22.5◦ toward T. Consequently,
the horizontal field-of-view (FoV) of the array is 360◦ and its
vertical FoV is 45◦. The T features a similar semispherical
array with eight antennas. The 3-D spatial diversity enables
the characterization of angle in both azimuth and elevation. An
optical cable provides phase synchronization between both ends.
A single measurement consists of 128 (16× 8) complex channel
impulse responses electronically switched through each pair of
T and R horns, all in just 262 µs.

The 128 CIRs are subsequently synthesized through the
SAGE superresolution algorithm to extract channel paths while
de-embedding the T and R horn antenna patterns, resulting
in N discrete paths that represent a (quasi) omnidirectional
FoV of the channel. The algorithm extracts paths jointly in six
domains—complex amplitude (α), delay τ , and 3-D double-
directional angle θ = [θT,θR], where θT = [θT,A, θT,E] denotes
angle-of-departure (AoD) in azimuth (A) and elevation (E) and
θR = [θR,A, θR,E] denotes angle-of-arrival (AoA) [27]—ensuring
the paths are resolved discretely with high fidelity. In fact, an
average measurement error of only 1.95 dB in path gain (|α|2),
0.45 ns in delay, and 2.24◦ across all four angle dimensions
is reported in [28]. Discrete resolution of the paths is assumed
when computing all three sparsity metrics in the next section.

The measurements were collected by an autonomous robot at
the R end of our channel sounder, equipped with the laser-guided
navigational system indoors and differential GPS outdoors,
delivering cm-level accuracy. Table I summarizes the parame-
ters of the measurement campaign. A total of 750 large-scale

2As a lower DoF means more sparsity, for the DoF cdf, we show (Prob > x)
as opposed to (Prob ≤ x), this ensures sparsity increases from left to right for
all metrics.

Fig. 1. Paths extracted from a channel measurement in the (a) Hallway (least
sparse) and (b) Pathway (most sparse) environments. Each path is indexed
according to delay and azimuth AoD and AoA and coded against path gain
in the color bar.

measurements—at different T-R locations throughout—were
collected in five different environments: three indoor (Lobby,
Lecture Room, Hallway) and two outdoor (Pathway, Street).
Fig. 1 shows the extracted paths from measurements in two
different environments.

III. SPARSITY METRICS

A. Gini Index

The Gini index is a classic metric for sparsity first presented
in [29] to quantify the distribution of wealth within a population.
To calculate the Gini index in our application, the vector of
N path gains extracted from a single measurement is sorted in
ascending order as PG = [|α1|2, |α2|2, |αN |2]. The Gini index
is then calculated as [14], [15], [30]

GORIG = 1− 2

N∑
n=1

(
PG(n)

‖PG‖1 × N − n+ 0.5

N

)
. (1)

Its value ranges from 0 to 1, respectively, indicating that the
power is distributed equally among all paths (least sparse) and
that the power is distributed all in one path (most sparse). In
economics, the Gini index has been shown to have a significant
bias, in that it underrepresents sparsity for small sample sets [31],
[32]. While this bias is well discussed in economics, it has not yet
been considered in application to wireless channel sparsity [14],
[15], [33]. In Section IV-A, we show that bias does, indeed,
significantly impact wireless channels and to eliminate it, we
propose applying the simple correction from [31]

G = GORIG · N

N − 1
. (2)
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Fig. 2. CDFs of sparsity metrics for each environment. LoS scenarios: (a) Gini index. (b) DoF. (c) Rician K-factor. OLoS scenarios (dotted lines) and LoS are
shown for comparison (solid lines): (d) Gini index. (e) DoF. (f) Rician K-factor.

Fig. 3. Correlation between the Gini index and the number of extracted paths
per measurement. The 1800 channel measurements are clustered in color per
environment. (a) Original Gini index. (b) Corrected Gini index [31].

Henceforth, any mention of the Gini index refers to the corrected
version G, and in Section IV-A, we substantiate the validity of
the correction through our measurements.

B. Spatial DoF

The spatial DoF is defined as the number of antennas in a
MIMO system that is exploited for spatial multiplexing [14],
[15], [22], [34]. A large DoF indicates multipath richness and so
proxies as a metric for sparsity [14], [15]. The DoF is computed
as the rank of the channel correlation matrix HH†:

DoF = rank(E[HH†]) (3)

where H is the channel matrix of the MIMO system and † is
the Hermitian. In both [14], [15] and [34], the rank is estimated
as the number of eigenvalues/eigenchannels of HH† that are
within 20 dB of the maximum eigenvalue. We also used 20 dB
due to its prevalence in the literature.

The MIMO system we model is a
√
P ×√

P planar phased
array at both T and R with half-wavelength ( λ

2 ) spacing be-
tween antennas. The array steering vector is given by Si =
1√
P
e−j 2π

λ
(cosθAcosθE ·xi+sinθAcosθE ·yi), where xi and yi are the

positions of antenna i and θ = [θA, θE ] is the steering angle.
Since DoF ≤ min(P,N), P = 256 was selected so that it is
larger than the maximum N (194) across all measurements in
all environments. The ij th entry of the P × P channel matrix H
is given as [27]

hij =
N∑

n=1

αn · ST
i (θ

T
n) · SR

j (θ
R
n) (4)
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TABLE II
PEARSON CORRELATION COEFFICIENT BETWEEN METRICS PER ENVIRONMENT

whereST
i andSR

j are the steering vectors of the T and R antennas,
respectively.

C. Rician K-Factor

In [14] and [15], the Rician K-factor was first proposed as a
metric for sparsity. The K-factor is computed as the ratio of the
power of the strongest path to the total power of all other paths

K =
PGN

PG1 + PG2 + · · · PGN−1
. (5)

A larger K-factor indicates a sparser channel with greater
power in the dominant path and a smaller K-factor indicates
decreasing sparsity with a greater amount of power in the sec-
ondary paths.

IV. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

A. Comparing Sparsity Metrics

The cumulative distribution function (cdf) for the three spar-
sity metrics was compiled across all the measurements per
environment and are plotted in Fig. 2(a)–(c) with increasing
sparsity from left to right for easy comparison. All three metrics
rank the sparsity of the environments in similar order, indicating
high correlation between them; this is substantiated in Table II3,
which tabulates the Pearson correlation coefficient between the
three metrics per environment—most are above 0.5. The aver-
age values in Table II show that the strongest correlations are
observed forK versus DoF; the weaker correlations of these two
versus G are expected since G quantifies a different property of
the channel, namely the distribution of power among the paths,
whereas theK and DoF, respectively, quantify the dominance of
the strongest path and the dominance of the few strongest paths
with respect to the others.

To demonstrate the importance of the corrected Gini index,
Fig. 3(a) and (b), respectively, shows the original and corrected
Gini index versus N for all 750 measurements, clustered in a
different color per environment; the legend displays the cor-
relation coefficient between the index and N . The Pathway is
the environment where the least number of paths is extracted
on average (15); its bias due to small sample sets is apparent
in Fig. 3(a), in that GORIG increases notably as a function of
N . This is supported by a high correlation coefficient of 0.87.
The functional dependence retreats as N exceeds 20, meaning
that the bias is less severe thereafter; in fact, very little bias is
apparent for the Lecture Room, where N is always in excess
of 40. When the bias correction [31] is applied in Fig. 3(b), the
correlation coefficient drops for all environments, in particular in
the Pathway, down to 0.18. A small drop is observed only in the
Hallway: In this environment, low N corresponds to when R is
far down the hallway, where most ambient paths have died down
and the only ones detected—the LoS path, the paths waveguided

3As the DoF for all locations in the Pathway environment is 1, the correlation
coefficient is undefined.

along the ceiling, floor, and walls, and the strong reflection from
the back wall—are comparable in strength; hence, the channel
is inherently less sparse as indicated by the Gini index. This is
well illustrated in Fig. 1(a), where three strong reflected paths
are detected with power comparable to the LoS path.

B. Comparing Indoors Versus Outdoors

While direct comparison to other literature is imperfect due
to differences in environments and measurement equipment, the
reported median values of G, DoF, and K in [14] and [15] for
a street environment in LoS conditions at 5.9 GHz are 0.63,
6, and 2.2 dB, respectively. The median values for our Street
environment (LoS) are 0.97, 1, and 8.2 dB, suggesting that the
mmWave channel is, indeed, much sparser than the microwave
channel. Indoor measurements under LoS conditions at 5.2 GHz
in [18], where only the DoF is reported, show a median value
of 5, which is significantly less sparse than the median values
reported for our indoor environments: 1 for Lobby and 2 for
Lecture Room and Hallway.

The Hallway is the least sparse environment per all three met-
rics, returning the lowest median G (0.93), the highest median
DoF (3), and the lowest medianK (2.4 dB). The reduced sparsity
compared to the other environments stems from the previously
discussed waveguiding effect and back wall reflection. The Lec-
ture Room is an enclosed environment with multiple scatterers
such as chairs, tables, and glass doors, providing many strong
specular paths; hence, more multipath richness compared to the
open Lobby with few scattering objects and the latter is more
sparse. The lack of buildings and other structures in the Path-
way environment [35, Fig. 1] coupled with significantly wider
dimensions, translates to reflections with longer path lengths
relative to the LoS path—resulting in fewer paths with significant
power and extreme sparsity. While the LoS still dominates in
the Street environment, the denser urban environment contains
more buildings in addition to cars and other objects, acting as
scatterers between T and R and resulting in stronger reflections
and less sparsity, with all three metrics returning similar sparsity
readings to the Lobby.

C. Comparing LoS Versus OLoS

By virtue of weak diffraction in the mmWave channel, the
high degree of sparsity observed thus far can be attributed to
concentration of most R power in the LoS path, which is always
detected thanks to the measurement conditions. In the field, how-
ever, the LoS path will often be blocked by humans, buildings,
foliage, etc., which can inflict penetration losses up to 65 dB [36],
creating OLoS conditions. To investigate sparsity in OLoS con-
ditions, we removed the LoS path—clearly identifiable as the
strongest and first path, as shown in Fig. 1(a) and (b)—from
the extracted paths in postprocessing. We then recompiled the
cdfs, shown in Fig. 2(d)–(f) side-by-side the original cdfs. In
comparing OLoS versus LoS, we see that sparsity drops notably
in all environments and per all three metrics, in particular, the
median values averaged across all environments go from G =
0.96, DoF = 1.4, K = 7.3 dB in LoS to G = 0.89, DoF =
2.2, K = 1.6 dB in OLoS. Albeit, a high level of sparsity is still
observed in OLoS due to one or two dominant reflections; in fact,
the metrics we report in OLoS at mmWave are still sparser than
the metrics reported in LoS in Section IV-B at microwave. This
highlights that, in absence of diffracted paths, reflections are an
important propagation mechanism at mmWave frequencies [1].
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